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Host Toros says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::in Shuttle Bay with Security Team::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::reads his PADD and shakes his head:: Self: That dang... ::forwards his new orders to the Engineering Department alerting them to his positional promotion:: Self: If only they knew.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::also in the shuttle bay as part of the security team::
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::monitoring the communications from and to the station::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
*CSO*: Code Black Protocols are in place. All main systems are locked down. Receiving Captain Needpad now.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::sitting at the helm, keeping the ship at station keeping; eyeing the proximity sensors and ensuring all drive and nav systems are ready for immediate action::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::steps off the shuttle in the expected Starfleet uniform with appropriate pips and all with a 3 man yellow shirt team all armed with phasers::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt Needpad: I am Lieutenant David Telarus, Chief of Security and Tactical Operations. Welcome aboard the Don Johnson.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::notices armed escorts::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::follows Neepad off the shuttle, trying to resist rolling her eyes at the woman's dramatics::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
*CTO*:  Acknowledged.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::nods and extends her hand to Telarus:: CTO: It's good to meet you Lieutenant.  Where is your Commanding Officer?
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: looks over towards Donovan::  OPS: Anything from the captain or first officer?
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
CSO: Nothing yet.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::pings the Starbase's navigational waypoint data-link, hoping for a response::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt Neepad: On the Bridge awaiting your arrival. However Captain with all due respect I must request your security detail disarm, and check their weapons with my officers before proceeding to the Bridge. Due to recent circumstances, we are under new security protocols.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::steps forward ready to receive their weapons::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
CTO: Request denied.  If you need to check the validity of my orders, you may refer to my collars.  ::points:: CTO: I believe one of those belongs to you, the rest are with me. ::hands a PADD to the CTO confirming her identity and as the Commanding Officer of the Starbase:: CTO: You are in my space now, under my orders.  Are we clear, Lieutenant?
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::peeks around the Captain:: CTO: I'm just along for the ride...dashed aboard when I heard them talking about this ship.  ::holds up a PADD:: Orders 
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::curious as to how this is going to play out, awaits direction from his chief::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::receives PADD:: Capt_Neepad: Captain with all due respect again. Allow me to read these orders and verify them. I would not be an effective Starfleet Officer if I didn't.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: With a sigh, she looks over toward science::  SO:  Anything of note?
Host Capt_Neepad says:
ACTION: All navigational buoys and waypoints remain offline and the area between the USS Don Johnson and SB 320 feels like a wide open expanse.  If it weren't for original short 
Host Capt_Neepad says:
range scans, space seem empty.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
<SO London> CSO:  Nothing has changed.
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::looks at engine output:: *FCO*: Bridge, why are we stopped? Did we dock? I thought I told you about that!
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: looks over at Quinn with a lifted brow.::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::steps forward:: CTO: Lieutenant, these are my orders to report to this ship.  Am I clear to proceed to the bridge?
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::looks at his non-responsive nav. data-link monitors and shakes his head::  Self: They are deliberately blinding us.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::surreptitiously checks out the new blood::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::raises an eyebrow at the indignant Engineering Lieutenant and starts walking away from the lot motioning with her hands for her crew to follow:: All: Let's go, we don't have time for this.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*CEO*: Engineering, bridge. Don't know what to tell you lieutenant.  The Starbase has closed off all my active data feeds, and waypoint markers.  According to regulations, I have to hold station until its restored.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt_Needpad: Unfortunately, I cannot. Captain per Starfleet regulations I have authority to secure this ship, regardless of rank. Please disarm yourself and your personnel.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::removes her holstered phaser and sets the phaser still in the holster on a cargo container on her way out:: All: Do it, let's go... Where's the turbo lift?
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::shrugs as she watches the group's banter::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt_Needpad: Thank you. This way. ::escorts the envoy::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
*FCO*: Bridge, Engineering...  You mean we're not docked? That's good.. Okay, thank you!  ::grabs an engineering toolkit and moves toward the warp core running a few diagnostics::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*CEO*: Garlingus?  What are you doing?
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::nods and waits for the CTO to lead her party:: CTO: No stall tactics, this is important, I must speak with your Commanding Officer immediately.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::checks the surrendered weapons to be certain they are powered down, then follows::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::enters TL with the party:: TL: Main Bridge.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::stands impatiently:: CTO: When was the last time your Engineers ensured these turbo lifts were moving as fast as they can? ::taps her foot hands on her hips::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Standing by the flight console, she turns slightly toward the turbo lift.::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
*FCO*: What do you mean? I'm ... Engineering things.  What are you doing?
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::keys in active nav. sensor pallet::  *CEO*: Me? I'm just plotting.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: tempted to add to their banter, but looks instead over at OPS::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt Needpad: They are operating at top efficiency given that we just repaired and replaced everything because of the faulty parts we received.
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::clears his throat::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::arrives on Bridge:: Capt Needpad: This way.
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::follows everyone out to the lift and onto the bridge::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::initiates an emergency shutdown of the warp core since all conditions were set and deemed safe to do so:: *FCO*: Bridge, we're having a problem down here ... Looking into it.  You are restricted to maneuvering thrusters until further notice!
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Her eyes shift to the group coming out of the lift.::  Capt:  Captain Neepad, welcome aboard.  I look forward to an explanation over this very unusual situation.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
EO:  If your a new transfer Donovan here can help you get sorted out.  ::gestures towards OPS::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged. ::as he watches the warp and impulse status indicators turn red::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::steps off onto the bridge not hearing the communication from Engineering:: CSO: Commander So`tsoh, I will speak with you later.  Where is your Commanding Officer? ::looks around::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::hears the COM and wonders what is going on down below:: 
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
TO: Lieutenant, welcome aboard. Sorry you are in the middle of all of this. I need you to scan their shuttle please and have the security team secure it until the Commander's or my orders only.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
Capt:  My captain and first officer are unable to be here at the moment.  You will need to speak with me now, ma'am.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::resets maneuvering thrusters to manual control::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
CTO:  Yes Sir.  ::proceeds to a tactical console::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::looks around and gestures to her team which begins scanning each of the personnel on the bridge crew and all the associated equipment with what look like specialized tricorders:: CSO: Very well, Stand by.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Having heard their engineer, she turns toward Quinn::  FCO:  Any reason from our end their should be an issue?
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::notes the drop in power due to the warp core shut down and allocates power accordingly::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: narrows her eyes slightly and looks toward the science who nods her head.::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::startled by the scanning going on::  Self:  What the....
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
< SO London>  ::performs their own scan.::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
CSO: Got to check with the chief knuckle dragger down below Commander.  He didn't elaborate, just said he had some trouble.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::logs onto the console and activates sensors in the shuttle bay::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt_Neepad: Captain I will need to confirm your security clearance before any of those scans can be taken off the bridge.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks over at the CTO and shifts her hand slightly, enough that only he would recognize the signal... not that he needed it.::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
*FCO*: Bridge, Engineering, it looks like our dilithium crystals are slightly misaligned.  No problem, we will have it corrected and the engines back on line in no time.  ::goes to dilithium crystal chamber maintenance panel and begins entering the sequencing to service the chamber as a few engineers join him::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::initiates scans of their "guests" shuttle::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Nods in response to both her FCO and CEO::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: looks over to see the SO shake her head and then looks back at their current 'invaders'::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
CTO: Fine, whatever.  CSO: Who was that over the comm? ::signals her people to stop::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::logs into his console and activates the Vroa technology to use and signals his security team to make their way to auxiliary control, Main Engineering and Deck 2 to be close to the Bridge::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
Capt:  Our chief engineer.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::frowns at the readings, then tries to  calculate whether this mass accounts for the weight difference::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Your ship's manifest does not indicate a Chief Engineer, when did he arrive? ::checks her PADD::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt_Needpad: Please enter your security code into this console and voice print identification. ::motions to his station which is now back to limited access only::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
:head starts to hurt, math not being his strong point::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
Capt:  He is a... fixture on the ship.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::walks over to the CTO to comply with his request while locking eyes with the CSO:: CSO: What is his name? Computer: Captain Dana Neepad, Commanding Officer Starbase 320, authenticate. ::taps in her Starfleet authentication codes and walks back over to the CSO::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::sends the results of the scans to the flight control console hoping someone more familiar with shuttles can account for the difference::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::completes his safety sequencing and the dilithium chamber opens with a hiss:: EO Lemon: Go get the tools. ::pulls very carefully on the chamber to reveal the precious crystals::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::mutters under her breath about how Neepad doesn't listen to anyone but herself::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: continues the politely::  Capt: Lieutenant Garlingus.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::whispers:: TO: Use the Vroa technology we have to scan as well please.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::eye catches a flash message.  Brings the message up on a side monitor and looks over a scan result...  pauses, then looks back at the TO questioningly::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::has no idea what that is::  CTO:  Right away Sir!
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::checks her PADD and hands it to the CSO signaling to her team who remove their class two phasers hidden on their utility belts and charge toward the turbo lift:: CSO: Lieutenant Frank Ivan Garlingus is missing in action.  His last known location was Starfleet medical.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::reopens his terminal and runs a scan with Vroa technology on the guests aboard::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
ACTION: The Vroa sensors detect unconfirmed readings in areas in and around Main Engineering of possible Vroa activity.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::gets the alert:: CSO: Red Alert!
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: looks toward Telarus::  CTO:  Go with her.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
FCO:  Any reason for us not to believe that is our CEO?
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::retrieves the tools from Lemon's hands and begins completes his adjustments sealing the chamber:: Aloud: Cold starting the warp core! ::begins initiating the dilithium chamber initiation sequence::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
CTO: Seal engineering.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  Contact Garlingus last known location before arriving on the ship.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
CSO: Not by his actions, Commander.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
CSO: Aye. ::seals Main Engineering and the whole deck::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
FCO:  Agreed.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
CTO:  Permission to lock down the shuttle bay as well.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::boards the turbo lift with the CTO:: TL: Main Engineering.  CTO: We have a problem..
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
TO: Do it.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  Inform the captain of the situation.
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::notes the unusual activity in the engineering room:: CSO: Commander, if I'm not mistaken, it appears that engineering is going to attempt to cold start the warp core...unusual.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt Needpad: I would agree.
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::hears the red alert klaxon:: *FCO*: Bridge, Engineering, what's going on up there? Are we under attack??
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::sends a communique to the captain::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
*CEO*:  There seems to be an issue, Lieutenant.  Would you please join me in the ready room.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  Quietly clear all areas around engineering.   And I need more information of our engineers previous actions.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
CSO:  There's something odd about the composition of that shuttle.  Permission to investigate further.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::steps off the turbo lift with the CTO:: CTO: Open the hatch. ::stands phaser drawn with her team in tactical formation around the Main Engineering bay doors, unusual for Engineering personnel:
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
*Tactical Teams*: Set phasers to max stun. Deadly force authorized. Secure Lieutenant Garlingus. Escort to Captain's Ready Room. Secure Main Engineering.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
TO:  Go.  Take a team with you.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
::notes all the red shirts that likely belong to ship's force outside the Engine room already::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::once the Captain and the others leave the bridge, approaches the CSO:: CSO: Lt JG Starsha Lane, reporting as ordered.  At least I assume you're senior officer right now
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
CSO:  Right.  ::enters the turbo lift::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::requests assistance in the shuttle bay::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks at the stranger and nods and reaches for the usual PADD, her attention more on the situation.::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::opens hatch with his tactical team:: Capt Needpad: Have your team stay back we will take care of this. ::instructs two officers to stay back and secure the hatch from anyone exiting::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::notices the hidden weapons::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Capt Needpad: You and I are going to have a conversation later ma'am.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: reads through the PADD that had been given to her by Neepad::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
CTO: Understood Lieutenant. ::nods to her team to take the CTO's lead::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::takes another look at the TO's scan.  Initiates a sub-micron analysis:: 
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::heads to Main Engineering::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
*CSO*: Issue? What is going on?!  ::continues his emergency startup sequence:: *Bridge*: Bridge? Why have you secured Main Engineering??
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::hurries along::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::exits the turbo lift and heads towards the shuttle bay::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
*CEO*:  Because insanity seems to have followed you.  Why are you trying to do a cold start?  Leave the current problem to your people and join me.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Computer: Authorization Telarus 11 Alpha, Freeze Lieutenant Garlingus' command codes, execute.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
ACTION: All consoles and displays in Main Engineering flicker off temporarily.
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::moves to one of the Engineering consoles on the bridge and tries to sort through what is happening::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::arrives in Main Engineering:: CEO: Lieutenant...
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::ties the analysis algorithm with the library computer::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::panics and runs into his office:: CTO: Are we under attacked Lieutenant!?
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
:arrives in the shuttle bay and grabs a tricorder.  Approaches Neepad's shuttle::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: hands the PADD over Donovan:: OPS:  Verify this.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::adjusts the tricorder hoping to get scans of the inside of the shuttle, despite all the extra shielding::
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::takes the PADD:: CSO: It'll take a minute.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
CEO: The Commander needs you to come up with us. Starfleet has placed new security restrictions that require your attention.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
:: simply nods, letting everyone do their job.::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::mutters under her breath as she tries to sort out what is going on::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::hands on quick draw just in case::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::frustrated::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::gets a result from the main computer, one word. "Litrinum":: Self: Damn.
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
::begins closely analyzing the PADD::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
EO:  Lieutenant Lane, what do you know about Captain Neepad?
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
EO: You have Main Engineering.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::approaches the hatch and activates the release::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*TO*: Quinn to Lieutenant Ki.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
CEO: I need to escort you, you just became a VIP.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
::looks toward the FCO::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
::bellows a large scream::
CEO_Lt_Garlingus says:
ACTION: A small explosion comes from the CEO's office knocking back all those in proximity.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
*FCO*:  Yep?
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
CSO: Very little, I wasn't on the station long.  Seemed a bit of a controller
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*TO* I took a second look at the scan result you sent me...  I've detected the synthetic element Litrinum...  Someone is trying to hide something from us.
OPS_Ens_Donovan says:
CSO: Everything is in order as far as this PADD is concerned.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
*FCO*:  I'm trying to get in but....  oh wait..   ::enters the shuttle::
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
<SO London>  CSO:  Commander, I just picked up an explosion down in engineering.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Damage Control Team: Priority One. Main Engineering. ::activates fire suppression system::
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::looks around the interior of the shuttle::
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
*Sickbay*: Medical Emergency Teams to Main Engineering.
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::sees something light up on the wall:: CSO: There was a small explosion in engineering...looks like it might be near the office if I'm reading this layout correctly
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
*TO*: its making up part of the hull composite.  Litrinum is incredible dense and very resistant to most known sensor bandwidths
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
EO: Lieutenant, identify what is going on down there.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
EO:  Assist as needed.
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
<incredible = incredibly
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
*FCO*:  I'm inside.
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
*FCO*:  I don't see anything too weird.  ::turns the tricorder back on and starts scanning the inside::
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::taps the controls to get a view from the internal sensors in engineering::  CSO: It looks like fire suppression has everything under control, and injured are being treated.
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
CSO: I'm going to go down and see what I can do to assist.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
<SO London> CSO:  Commander, I am reading a shuttle launch.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
Engineers/Medical: Get into the CEO office and find him!
TO_LTjg_Ki says:
::continues scanning the interior of the shuttle::
Host Capt_Neepad says:
ACTION: The shuttle has gone to warp and all navigational beacons power up and return to normal in the space around SB302.
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
OPS:  Can you get a tractor lock on it?
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
<SO London> CSO:  The shuttle went to warp.  And... it appears the station has returned to normal.
Host EO_LTjg_Lane says:
::leaves the bridge and tells the lift to take her to engineering::
FCO_LTjg_Quinn says:
::notices his nav. board lighting back up:: 
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
*CTO*:  Status report?
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::gets word of the shuttle launch:: Self: What!
CSO_Cmd_So`tsoh says:
SO:  Track if you can.
CTO_Lt_Telarus says:
::gas all around him:: *CSO*: Explosion in the CEO's office. Minor damage to Main Engineering. Medical Teams and Damage Control have it under control.
Host Capt_Neepad says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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